A BUOYANT SURFACE JET IN A STRONG CROSS-FLOW
This report deals with an investigation of the near-field behaviour of a buoyant rectangular surface jet discharging normally onto a strong cross-flow. Surface buoyant jets are frequently found in nature and man's projects. They arise from a combination of momentum and buoyancy injected onto the free surface of the receiving body of water in motion or at rest.

A great deal of work, both experimentally and theoretically, has been undertaken to understand and to model surface buoyant jets in stagnant water, allowing reasonably good predictions of the spread and dilution of wastes. These predictions are inaccurate when the ambient cross-flow is strong. It is widely believed that a large dilution of pollutants will occur near the outfall, and that the mixing process depends very much on the flow turbulence, and that the outfall Reynolds number plays an important part in the dilution of a buoyant jet, but few measurements of turbulence have been reported so far.

With this in mind a physical model study of a buoyant rectangular surface jet discharging onto a strong cross-flow has been conducted, with a ratio of the buoyant jet velocity to that of the cross-flow in the order of unity. Warm water at about 73°C was discharged into a cold water cross-flow. Mean temperature and its fluctuations together with mean velocity were measured at three elevations at various sections downstream from the outfall. From the measured data, isotherms in both horizontal and vertical planes, together with later mean velocity profiles were determined. The jet-axis, as the locus of maximum temperature, and the dilution factor along the axis were determined at three elevations. Turbulence parameters and warm water flux were measured at one section.
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INTRODUCTION

The quality standard of water in lakes, river and coastal waters is often constrained by the release of pollutants such as heat, chemically charged effluents and fine suspensions. Thus it becomes necessary to predict the pollutant concentration at specified distances from the source of release: such a prediction is not straightforward.

A large mixing process of pollutants with ambient water occurs in the vicinity of the release point\(^{(3,8)}\), hence the calculation of pollutant concentrations depends very much on the type of discharges, among which a surface discharge onto a cross-flow has the least permanent ecological impact in comparison with the other types.

The great difficulty in obtaining reliable field data, and also less than completely satisfactory predictive capability of the existing theoretical and numerical models, have motivated the Hydraulics Research Ltd to undertake a laboratory investigation of a rectangular buoyant jet entering normally a uniform cross-flow at a relatively high velocity. In most existing laboratory studies either the buoyant jet velocity or that of the cross-flow is low, limiting the value of laboratory data for predicting the behaviour of full scale surface plumes with Reynolds numbers one or two orders of magnitude higher.

Whilst it has commonly been assumed that the turbulence in a buoyant jet, and thus the mixing process, relatively insensitive to the Reynolds number above a critical value\(^{(3,4)}\), extrapolation of the laboratory data beyond the range of the tested Reynolds numbers would be only acceptable, if, over that range, there is a clear evidence that the surface buoyant jet behaviour is independent of this criterion\(^{(7)}\). On the other hand, Kuhlman\(^{(8,9)}\) has shown clearly that the
trajectory and the spread of a buoyant surface jet in a cross-flow depend strongly on the Reynolds number of the buoyant jet, mainly due to the appearance of kidney-shape vortices in the spreading jet\(^{(5,8)}\). The development of these vortices depends on the jet Reynolds number, and also on the ratio of the ambient velocity to that of the buoyant jet\(^{(1,2,6)}\). The present experimental study was designed to measure the mean temperatures and temperature fluctuations, together with velocities, in the mean jet-flow direction at various elevations across the spreading buoyant jet in a strong cross-flow. Warm water of 73°C was discharged from a rectangular open channel onto a two-dimensional boundary layer cross-flow of cold water, producing a temperature rise of 58°C. The Reynolds numbers of the buoyant jet and that of the cross-flow, both based on the each flow depth, were 11 \(\times\) 10\(^4\) and 7 \(\times\) 10\(^4\) respectively. The velocity ratio of the cross-flow to that of the jet was 0.90, and the densimetric Froude number \(F_r = 1.7\).

From the measured data, horizontal isotherms were determined at three elevations and vertical isotherms for various sections downstream from the outfall. Profiles of turbulence intensities for temperature fluctuations, mean temperature and mean velocity profiles in the flow direction were determined at various sections perpendicular to the jet-axis at a depth of 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1m below the free surface. At one section, velocity and its fluctuation in the mean flow direction, together with the temperature and its fluctuation, were measured simultaneously at 50mm depth below the surface. The turbulence length scales, flatness factor and the turbulent warm water flux were evaluated from the velocity, and also the temperature fluctuations. The results indicate that the flow of the buoyant jet is highly three-dimensional, and the measured profiles are not geometrically similar at various sections and elevations. Hence, measured data were normalised.
using the warm water velocity and its depth at the outfall exit, together with the temperature difference between the jet and the cold water of the cross-flow as scale quantities.

The objective of the present study is to determine the terms required for calculating the spread of a buoyant surface jet in a strong cross-flow, and it is hoped that the measured data will provide a better understanding of the complex flow structure and the effect of buoyancy on turbulence.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
SET UP

The experiments were conducted in two especially designed flumes. The cross-flow flume, representing the ambient condition, was 3.66m wide, 0.45m deep and 40m long. In the flume entrance there were baffles and a 0.65m long honeycomb (see Plate 1). These, together with two large diffuser outlets in the flume entry, provided a uniform flow of cold water in the test section; the variation of velocity across the flume 15m downstream from the entrance was found to be not greater than 2% for a mean velocity varying between 0.2 and 0.30ms\(^{-1}\) without a trend in the lateral direction. The cold water in the flume was circulated by three centrifugal pumps, capable of producing ambient currents of up to 0.30 ms\(^{-1}\). The water level in the flume was controlled by a series of needle weirs (see Plate 2), blocking part of the flow area at the exit to obtain the required water depth. This arrangement provided flow without any stagnation, the occurrence of this in the ambient current near the flume exit could affect the measured data. Hot water, representing the pollutant, was discharged from a rectangular channel outfall 3.8 long, 0.25m wide 0.30m deep with invert 0.15m above the bed of the cross-flow flume and projecting 0.30m into it with transition walls upstream and downstream to prevent flow separation (see Plate 2). A series of screens were
used in the entrance of the channel outfall to obtain a uniform flow, the effectiveness of which was confirmed experimentally. With channel outfall constructed in wood it was found that heat losses through the rigid channel boundaries were small.

Hot water at about 73°C was supplied to the outfall from a tank with a capacity of 28m³. This tank, heavily insulated to minimize heat loss, was equipped with a 36kw immersion heater, which together with an auxiliary 3kw immersion heater brought into operation during the experimental runs, were controlled by a thermostat to give the required temperature. The water in the tank was constantly circulated by a pump in order to obtain a homogeneous warm water supply, which, in turn, was pumped to the channel outfall via an insulated pipe. The temperature loss between the tank and the outfall was found to be less than 2°C.

3 TEMPERATURE

The temperature and its fluctuation in the buoyant jet were examined by means of thermistors with time constants in the order of 0.25s when immersed in water. The variation of temperature in the spreading jet was large, hence it was not possible to linearise the thermister's output, so electronic circuitry was designed to produce non-linear outputs over the temperature range varying between zero and 70°C. A maximum of 20 thermistors could be used at a time and their signals were recorded on magnetic tape. Using a data-logger the temperature and its fluctuation at a point could be determined from calibration curves in the form of forth order polynomials fitted to the measured data by a least square method. The resolution was found to be in the order of 0.1°C.

During the experimental runs the mean temperature in the channel outfall and the background temperature in the cross-flow flume were measured using digital thermometers, their readings gave an immediate check
of any temperature changes which may have occurred during the run, but it was found that the temperature in the channel outfall remained constant. The combined discharge of water from the cross-flow flume flowed into a large reservoir to which cold water was added continuously during the measurement; the experiment was stopped when the background temperature increased 0.5°C.

The mean velocity profiles in the lateral directions were measured at \( z = 0.02, 0.05 \) and 0.1m using nine 10mm diameter miniature propeller current meters, their outputs were recorded on a magnetic tape. Each current meter could be rotated about its vertical stem in order to measure the true velocity in the mean flow direction, as became necessary in the deflected region of the jet. Since high temperatures affected the miniature propeller bearings, the velocity in the channel outfall was measured with a Ott current meter of 25mm diameter.

All thermistors and miniature propeller current meters were mounted on an aluminium frame spanning the cross-flow flume (see Plate 2). A mechanism built into the frame allowed positioning of thermistors and current meters at various elevations in the buoyant jet. The entire assembly was mounted on a carriage so that it could be moved manually in the mean cross-flow direction to any desired section of the flume.

The sampling time for taking temperature at each point was approximately 150 seconds. The variation of the mean temperature, and its fluctuation within the duration of sampling period, are shown in Fig 1, indicating that the measured data remained almost unchanged when the sampling time exceeded 100 seconds. The rms and the mean values of the temperature were evaluated according to the following expression:
4 MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Velocity

It was necessary to determine the mean velocity profile in the cross-flow flume near the channel outfall. The mean velocity profile for the free stream velocity $U_m = 0.3 \text{ms}^{-1}$ was measured at the flume centreline over a hydraulically smooth bed at 2m upstream from the outfall. The result showed that the thickness of the boundary layers was approximately 0.1m for a total water depth $H = 0.32\text{m}$. In order to obtain a fully developed boundary layer flow of the thickness $H$ the flow was tripped using a commercially produced aluminium expanding mesh, covering the width of the flume for a length of 5m. The expanded mesh was fixed to the flume floor immediately downstream from the honeycomb baffle visible in Plate 1. With this arrangement a fully developed turbulent boundary layer upstream from the channel outfall was obtained, and a logarithmic profile expressed in the following form has been fitted to the measured profile by least squares sense, ie:

$$
\frac{U}{U_*} = \frac{1}{K} \ln \left( \frac{z}{y^*} \right) + B
$$

(2)

where $U$ is the local mean velocity at elevation $z$ and $U_*$ is the friction velocity ($= \sqrt{\tau_o/\rho}$, where $\tau_o$ is the bed shear stress and $\rho$ is the mass density of the cold water). In equation (2) $B$ is a constant and the experimental result revealed that $B = 8.5$; $k = 0.4$ is the Karman constant. The measured profile is presented non-dimensionally in Fig 2. Similarly the velocity profile was measured in the channel outfall.
and the result in non-dimensional form is also shown in Fig 4 with \( B = 8.14 \) and \( k = 0.4 \).

**4.2 Temperature**

Temperatures were measured in the vertical \((y - z)\) plane (see Fig 3) at various sections \( x = 0.0m \) to \( 5m \) with increments of \( 0.25m \) downstream from the outfall. The measurements were made at \( z = 0.02, 0.05 \) and \( 0.1m \) below the free surface.

**4.3 Results**

From the measured temperature data, vertical isotherms in the vertical \((y - z)\) plane for various distances \( x \) were determined and the results for \( x = 0.0 \), up to \( x = 5m \) are shown in Figs 4 (a - c) and Fig 5 (a - c), indicating that the buoyant jet widens as the downstream distance \( x \) increases. These figures further show that the maximum isotherm near the free surface moves towards the outer boundary of the cross-flow flume with increasing distance \( x \). These results agree reasonably well with those obtained by Kuhlman (8). Figs 4 (a-c) indicate that the buoyant jet thickens immediately downstream from the outfall, entraining the ambient cold water. The mixing in this region, ie between \( x = 0 \) and \( x = 0.5m \), is dominated mainly by the jet-flow due to the fact that \( U_j \) is larger than the ambient velocity \( U_a \) (\( R = \frac{U_a}{U_j} = \frac{0.28}{0.31} = 0.9 \)). Downstream from \( x = 0.5m \) (see Figs 5 (a - c)) the buoyant jet became thinner and wider in comparison to those shown in Figs 4 (a - c). This implies that buoyancy effect prohibits the vertical mixing, but not the lateral spread which will be discussed later. Figs 4 and 5 further show an inner region containing warm water with an almost constant excess temperature above that of the cross-flow. The flow in this inner region behaved much like that in the wake, with a reverse-flow near the inner wall of the cross-flow flume. The movement is complex, and no attempt was made to explore the flow structure in the
wake-type region, but the results of measurements to be shown later are interesting.

From the measured temperatures horizontal isotherm contours (in the x-y plane (see Fig 3)) were constructed for $z = 0.02, 0.05$ and $0.1m$ and the results are presented in Figs 6 (a - c). In these figures are shown the buoyant jet-axis, defined as the locus of points at which the temperature rise above the cross-flow temperature is a maximum. Figs 6 (a - c) show that the jet axis moved towards the inner wall of the cross-flow flume and that the jet became narrower as $z$ increased. This is due to the mutual deflections of the jet and the cross-flow. The flow of the ambient cold water beneath the jet made the buoyant jet flow in the bend region highly three dimensional, which will be shown later. In Fig 5 (a - c) are also shown dashed lines which were obtained by joining points at which the temperatures rise in the wake-type region is a maximum. The temperature here and its variation along the dashed axis is much smaller than that along the main jet-axis. The dashed axes eventually jointed the inner wall of the cross-flow flume at a downstream distance $x = 7m$, where the wake-type region terminated. Figs 6 (a - b) show that the dashed axes for maximum temperature start at $x = 0.5m$. It is believed that the start and the extent of the dashed axis depends strongly on the velocity ratio $R$.

4.4 Lateral Velocity Profiles

From the velocities, measured in the mean flow direction at $z = 0.02, 0.05$ and $0.1m$, the lateral velocity profiles in a plane perpendicular to the jet axis at $z = 50mm$ (see Fig 6b) were determined and the results are given in Figs 7 and 8, together with the profiles for the mean temperature and for the turbulence intensity of the temperature fluctuations.
In these figures $\Delta \theta_j = T_j - T_a$ and $\Delta \theta = T - T_a$ (see also Fig 3). It should be noted that the velocity profiles at $z = 0.02m$ and $z = 0.1m$ were measured in the mean flow direction, but at planes which were perpendicular to the jet axis $z = 0.05m$ (see Figs 4 and 5) in order to facilitate the experimental procedure. Figs 7 and 8 show that the mean temperature profiles are severely skewed, and it was not possible to present them by a single non-dimensional curve. As mentioned previously the jet becomes narrower with increasing $z$. Figs 7 and 8 show the double peaks in the mean temperature profiles. The locus of these double peaks were the jet axis and the wake axis shown in Figs 6 (a - c). Furthermore Figs 7 and 8 exhibit the existence of maxima in the turbulence intensities profiles of temperature which occur where the mean temperature gradients are maxima as it is to be expected. The turbulence intensity $\frac{\theta'}{\Delta \theta_j}$ approached a value in the order of 0.4 in the wake-type zone. It is interesting to note that at the outer edge of the jet where $\Delta \theta = 0$ the turbulence intensity is not zero, indicating that the outer edge is intermittent, which will be discussed later.

The lateral mean velocity profiles shown in Figs 7 and 8 disclose the existence of double peaks in the mean velocity, occurring generally where the mean temperature are maxima. These set of profiles further show that the mean velocity increases towards the outer edge, becoming larger than that of the ambient cross-flow, i.e $R > 1$, before falling to the cross-flow velocity $U_a$. The overshoot velocity, occurring over the outer edge region, indicates that there is an increase in the entrainment of the ambient cold water into the buoyant jet, in agreement with the continuity equations\(^{(2)}\).
In Figs 7 and 8 are shown lateral distributions of the turbulence intensity of temperature fluctuations $\theta' / \theta_j$ and those of the mean temperature rises $\Delta \theta / \theta_j$. The turbulence intensity profiles generally have two peaks, occurring where the gradient of the lateral temperature rise $\Delta \theta$ is the maximum. Figs 7 and 8 further show the existence of turbulence intensities near the outer edge region, implying that a great deal of mixing occurs between the warm water in the jet and the cold water of the cross-flow, as may be seen in Plate 3. In the wake-type region the turbulence intensities are large immediately downstream from the outfall (see Figs 7 (a - b)); but decrease downstream (see Figs 8 (b - c)). From the results shown in Figs 7 and 8 it can be deduced that the lateral and longitudinal mean temperature gradients are responsible for the production of temperature fluctuations, but this does not mean that the velocity gradients in these directions do not contribute to the temperature fluctuations.

From the measured data it was possible to calculate the turbulent warm water flux $u' \theta'$, the flatness factor of temperature fluctuations $F_{\theta'}$ and the turbulent length scale of temperature $L_{\theta'}$ in a section at $z = 0.05m$ shown in Fig 7c. The results are shown in Fig 9. The $u' \theta'$ distribution indicates that a large mixing between warm/cold water occurred near the outer edge of the spreading jet. The flatness factor $F_{\theta'}$ indicates that the intermittent nature of temperature field, and is large, especially near the outer edge. As may be seen the temperature length scale $L_{\theta'}$ increases towards the outer edge. It is worth mentioning that the distributions and the magnitude of the flatness factor $F_{u'}$, and the length scale $L_u$, determined from longitudinal velocity fluctuations, were very close to those of $F_{\theta'}$ and $L_{\theta'}$. 
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The axis of the buoyant jet, shown in Figs 6 (a - c, is skewed over the bend region, i.e., $0 < \frac{x}{h_j} < 5$ for $z = 0.02m$ and $0.05m$ mainly due to the occurrence of the pressure gradient across the jet in the deflected region. It was found that the axes of the jet for $z = 0.02$ and $0.05m$ can be described by the following form when $\frac{x}{h_j} > 5$:

$$\frac{y}{h_j} = A \left( \frac{x}{h_j} \right)^n$$

which is also applicable for $z = 0.1m$ over the bend region i.e., $0 < \frac{x}{h_j} < 5$. In Eq (3) $A$ and $n$ are constants, from a least-square linear fit a to the jet-axis the results shown in Table 1 were obtained for constants $A$ and $n$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z$ (mm)</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Constants of Eq (3)

where $r$ is the correlation coefficient of the fitted curves. It is to be noted that the jet-axis at $z = 0.1m$ remained almost parallel to the flume wall when $\frac{x}{h_j} > 6$. Table 1 shows that the exponent $n$ is $z$-dependent; decreasing with increasing depth $z$.

Further measurements are required to determine any effects on the exponent $n$, of the velocity ratio $R$, the densimetric Froude number $F_r$ and the outfall.
6.1 Dilution on Jet-axis

The dilution along the three axes was defined by the following expression:

\[ \frac{T_j - T_a}{T_m - T_a} \]

where \( T_a \) is the temperature along the axes.

Expression (4) was calculated from the measured data and the results plotted against \( y/h \) are shown in Fig 10 for \( z = 0.02, 0.05 \) and 0.1m. Fig 10 indicates that the dilution near the surface is small; it increases with increasing \( z \). A large dilution occurred at \( z = 0.1m \) mainly due to the entrainment of the ambient cold water of the cross-flow beneath the jet.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The near field behaviour of a buoyant surface jet discharging into a strong cross-flow has been examined with the following results:

1. The mutual deflection of the buoyant surface jet and the cross-flow caused the velocity to rise
along the deflected outer edge of the jet, creating a large entrainment of the ambient cross-flow.

2 In the lee side of the buoyant jet there is a wake-type region with a small return flow near the flume wall. The wake region contained a slow moving body of water with a constant temperature.

3 The lateral distributions of the turbulence intensity of temperature fluctuations showed two peaks and the turbulence intensities are large along the outer edge of the spreading jet.

4 At mid-depth in one cross-section the distributions of turbulent parameters, namely the temperature flatness factor, length scale and the turbulent warm water flux were determined. The maximum of the latter occurred between the jet-axis and the outer-edge of the jet; The flatness factor and length scale increased towards the outer-edge.

5 The shape of the jet axis is depth-dependent and skewed in the bend-region. The asymptotic part of the axis obeys a power law, the exponent being depth-dependent.

6 The dilution along the jet-axis increased with increasing depth.
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